
Today’s Date 
President Joseph R. Biden 
The White House 
Washington, DC 20500 
 
Dear President Biden, 
 
As one of nearly 180 owners of a seasonal recreation cabin that burned in the Caldor fire, I am 

writing to you today to ask for your help with the clean up process of our forest cabins.  

 
A fire that you personally observed in September of 2021, the Caldor fire burned 221,835 acres in 

the Sierra Nevada, much of which was on the Eldorado National Forest. The fire burned 1003 

structures including 177 permitted rustic Forest Service recreation cabins, a mountain church, a ski 

resort, and infrastructure including water systems.  The scale of cabin loss was unprecedented for 

the entire Forest Service.  

 
Forest Service recreational cabins are owned by individual citizens on Forest Service land whose 

presence is authorized and regulated by permit with the USFS. Congress established the recreational 

cabin program in 1915 to facilitate family recreation experiences on the nations National Forests.  

The program has been a great success with multiple generations of Americans enjoying nature with 

their families on National Forest Lands and becoming knowledgeable and caring stewards of the 

forests.  

 
The owners of burned recreation cabins now find themselves stuck between government agencies 

that claim to lack authority to assist or direct cleanup due to our status as private property owners on 

federal land. The Forest Service, FEMA, Cal OES, and El Dorado County have all denied 

assistance. FEMA covers this for buildings on private land and used to cover cabins as well, but last 

July asserted that the Forest Service is responsible for cleanup of the federal lands they administer. 

The Forest Service asserts that cleanup is the responsibility of cabin owners. The estimated cost of 

cabin cleanup is between $30,000 and $70,000 per cabin. (This translates to a total cost of between 

5 and 12 million dollars) The Forest Service asserts they cannot assume responsibility for cleanup 

as it would be a misappropriation of funds.  

 
A recent survey done by CCORP (Caldor Cabin Owners Recovery Project) showed that 60% of 

burned cabins have no insurance for debris removal. A significant number of cabin owners will not 

be able to afford cleanup. These debris piles present a significant environmental liability and a 

potentially toxic, unsightly legacy.  

 
I am asking that:  

The Forest Service, FEMA or both be granted clear authority to use existing funding to oversee 

and support a systematic assessment and cleanup of privately owned burned structures on federal 

forest lands to protect the environment of the forest and the water shed that effects millions of 

people who live and recreate along the American and Sacramento Rivers.  

 

 Sincerely, 

 

Your name 

Your address 

Your city, state, zip 

NOTE:  If sending email with this as an attachment, convert it to a pdf (otherwise someone could 

change your words.) 


